Baroness HM1560K Unique Selling Points

37hp Kubota diesel engine
- World renowned Kubota reliability.
- Excellent aftersales and parts availability.
- Ample power to tackle the toughest of jobs.
- Excellent maintenance access via the gullwing engine covers.
- Easily accessible remote oil drain.

Exceptional slope performance
- Approved for use on sloping terrain up to a maximum of 35 degrees.
- Ideal for banks and slopes with thick vegetation.
- Forced pressure engine oil system.

Joystick control
- Easy to use Joystick control.
- All main manoeuvring controls operated by just one hand.
- Light and responsive.

Hydrostatic drive
- Smooth and powerful hydrostatic drive.
- Provides the operator with exceptional control in demanding locations.
- Speed range from 0 to 6.5 km/h.

Flail cutting head
- 154cm Cutting width.
- Easily removable cutting head for access and maintenance.
- 120 hardened flail blades provide a clean finish on a variety of long grass, brush and saplings.
- The blades are double edged and can be reversed when they become worn.
- A height of cut range from 3 to 30cm.
- Reduces thick vegetation down to a fine clipping after just one pass.

Auto reverse cooling fan
- Automatically assist with cleaning the coolant radiator.
- Prolongs time periods between manual cleaning.
- Helps maintain optimum engine temperature.

Operator Safety Lanyard
- Cuts the engine if the operator leaves the control area.

Operating options
- Self-levelling footplate.
- Footplate folds up to provide a walk behind option.

Rubber crawler track drive system
- Safe all terrain performance.
- Excellent traction on soft ground conditions.
- Extremely low ground pressure of just 0.16 kg/cm².

Easy to transport between sites
- Weight: 1545 kg
- Length: 3,000 mm
- Width: 1,717 mm
- Height: 1,350 mm

Fully CE compliant
- Confirms to strict European legislation.
- Full Network Rail product approval.
- Certificate of Acceptance Number: PA05/04221.

Operator protection guards
- Designed with operator safety in mind.
- Height adjustable front guard.
- Front scatter chains to restrict flying debris.

Easy to transport between sites
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